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Apache KafkaPackt Publishing, 2013

	Set up Apache Kafka clusters and develop custom message producers and consumers using practical, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Write custom producers and consumers with message partition techniques
	
		Integrate Kafka with Apache Hadoop and Storm for use cases such as processing streaming...
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Engineering Long-Lasting Software: An Agile Approach Using SaaS and Cloud Computing, Beta EditionStrawberry Canyon, 2012

	(NOTE: this Beta Edition may contain errors. See http://saasbook.info for details.) A one-semester college course in software engineering focusing on cloud computing, software as a service (SaaS), and Agile development using Extreme Programming (XP). This book is neither a step-by-step tutorial nor a reference book. Instead, our goal is to...
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R Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Harness the ability to build algorithms for unsupervised data using deep learning concepts with R
	
		Master the common problems faced such as overfitting of data, anomalous datasets, image recognition, and performance tuning while building the models
	
		Build models relating to neural...
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Encyclopedia of Electronic Components Volume 1: Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors, Switches, Encoders, Relays, TransistorsMaker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Want to know how to use an electronic component? This first book of a three-volume set includes key information on electronics parts for your projects—complete with photographs, schematics, and diagrams. You’ll learn what each one does, how it works, why it’s useful, and what variants exist. No matter how much you...
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Blockchain for Enterprise: Build scalable blockchain applications with privacy, interoperability, and permissioned featuresPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement blockchain principles in your choice of domain using Ethereum 

	
		Key Features

		
			Build permissioned enterprise-grade blockchain applications from scratch
	
			Implement Blockchain-as-a-Service to enterprises in terms of deployment and security
	
			Achieve...
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Applied Gas DynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		A revised edition to applied gas dynamics with exclusive coverage on jets and additional sets of problems and examples

	
		The revised and updated second edition of Applied Gas Dynamics offers an authoritative guide to the science of gas dynamics. Written by a noted expert on the topic, the text contains a...
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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2000
The Java Message Service (JMS) provides a way for the components of a distributed application to talk asynchronously, or for welding together legacy enterprise systems. Think of it as application-to-application e-mail. Unlike COM, JMS uses one or more JMS servers to handle the messages on a store-and-forward basis, so that the loss of one or more...
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Error Correction Coding: Mathematical Methods and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An unparalleled learning tool and guide to error correction coding
Error correction coding techniques allow the detection and correction of errors occurring during the transmission of data in digital communication systems. These techniques are nearly universally employed in modern communication systems, and are thus an important component of...
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Macworld DVD Studio Pro Bible (With DVD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
The DVD StudioPro Bible is the authoritative and comprehensive guide creating professional-quality DVDs using Apple's revolutionary new killer app, DVD Studio Pro. This book features easily accessible information for beginners (including a QuickStart for immediate results), advanced tips and techniques for pros, and extensive professional...
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Articulation and Intelligibility (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This lecture is a review of what is known about modeling human speech recognition (HSR). A model is proposed, and data are tested against the model.
There seem to be a large number of theories, or points of view, on how human speech recognition functions, yet few of these theories are comprehensive. What is needed is a set of models that are...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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Harnessing HibernateO'Reilly, 2008
Harnessing Hibernate is an ideal introduction to the popular framework that lets Java developers work with information from a relational database easily and efficiently. Databases are a very different world than Java objects, and they often involve people with different skills and specializations. With Hibernate, bridging these two worlds is...
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